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LIGHT EXTINCTIONIN THE ATMOSPHERE

ABSTRACT

Atmosphericaerosolparticlesoriginatingfrom naturalsources,such as volcanos

and sulfur-bearinggas emissionsfrom the oceans,and from human sources,such

as sulfur emissionsfrom fossil fuel combustionand biomassburning,strongly

affect visual air qualityand are suspectedto significantlyaffect radiative

climate forcingof the planet. During the daytime,aerosolsobscurescenic

vistas,while at night they diminishour abilityto observestellarobjects.

Scatteringof light is the main means by which aerosolsattenuateand

redistributelight in the atmosphereand by which aerosolscan alter and reduce

visibilityand potentiallymodify the energy balanceof the planet. For the

astronomer,light scatteringby aerosolsaffects "seeing"in two major ways: I)

throughdiminishingthe intensityof the stellarobject being observed,and 2)

through increasingsky brightnessby scatteringlight from unwantedsources,

such as city lights and moonlight.

Trends and seasonalvariabilityof atmosphericaerosolloading, such as column-

integratedlight extinctionor opticaldepth, and how they may affectpotential

climate change have been difficultto quantifybecausethere have been few

observationsmade of importantaerosolopticalparameters,such as optical

depth, over the globe and over time and often these are of unevenquality.

Thus, to addressquestionsrelatedto possibleclimatechange,there is a

pressingneed to acquiremore high-qualityaerosoloptical depth data.

Extensivedeploymentof improvedsolar radiometersover the next few years will

provide higher-qualityextinctiondata over a wider varietyof locations

worldwide. An often overlookedsourceof turbiditydata, however, is available

from astronomicalobservations,particularlystellarphotoelectricphotometry

observations. With the exceptionof the ProjectASTRA articlespublishedalmost

20 years ago, few of these data ever appear in the publishedliterature. This

paper will review the currentstatus of atmosphericextinctionobservations,as

highlightedby the ASTRA work and augmentedby more recent solar radiometry

measurements. The paper will concludewith a requestfor additionalinformation

on availableatmosphericextinctiondata archivedby the astronomicalcommunity

and with a few recommendationsfor how these data can be used to augmentcurrent

IGBP/GlobalChange researchactivities.



- Introduction

How often have you gone out on a clear night to look at the stars only to find

that just a few of the brightestones can be seenwithoutdifficulty? Poor

"seeing"is also the bane of the astronomer. Often he tries to observestars

from mountaintops away from populationareas to minimize atmosphericeffects

that cause poor "seeing". Reduced"seeing"is the result of increasedsky

briohtnessand the attenuationof starlightby the atmosphere. Both effects

decrease the contrastbetweenthe stars and the sky and limit our abilityto see

them.

What are the causes of these two effects? Particlessuspendedin the atmosphere

(aerosols)are the primaryculprits. Aerosols,especiallyin the size range

found most commonlyin the atmosphere(roughlybetween0.1 and I vm), are very

effectivescatterersand, to a lesserextent, absorbersof visiblelight. These

scatteringand absorptionprocessesnot only reducethe intensityof starlight

(extinction),but also increasesky brightnessby reflectinglight from other

bright sources,such as the moon and cities.

Aerosols also affectclimateforcingand visibilityin much the same way that

they affect "seeing". In fact, the same aerosolopticalparameterscome into

play for all three phenomena--namely,the verticalcolumn- (or horizontalpath-)

integratedextinctioncoefficientor opticaldepth and a parameterrelatedto

angularscatteringphase functionof individualparticles. The "acid rain"

phenomena,so much in the news duringthe last decade,also has its originsfrom

these same opticallyactiveparticles.

With respectto climateforcing,Charlsonet al. (1992) assertthat present-day

levels of aerosols(mostlysulfateparticles)arisingfrom human activitiescan

exert a direct radiativeinfluenceon climatethat is comparable,but opposite

in sign, to that resultingfrom the increaseof greenhousegases since

preindustrialtimes. Thus, anthropogenicaerosolsmay have offsetglobal

greenhousewarming and may mask the detectionof the onset of the greenhouse

effect of CO2 and other greenhousegases. They furtherstressthat differences

in the geographicaland seasonaldistributionsbetween aerosoland greenhouse
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climateforcing,however,precludeany simplecompensation. Because90% of

anthropogenicSO_, one of the main precursorgases of atmosphericsulfate

aerosol,is emittedin the NorthernHemisphere,the resultantforcing is

expectedto be exertedpredominantlythere. There are still large

uncertainties,however,in estimatingthe magnitudeand geographical

distributionof aerosolradiativeforcing.

Visibilityimpairmentby anthropogenicaerosols impactsboth transportation

safety and aestheticappreciationof scenic vistas. Improvementof visibility

is an importantnationalgoal in the United States and understandingthe current

visibilitysituationand its sensitivityto future emissionchangesrequires

improveddata on aerosolopticalproperties,size distributionand chemical

composition. Integratedmeasuresthat influencethe "visibility"of an object

or scene are the path extinctionand the path-integratedradiance(air

brightnessas a resultof light scatteredinto the line of sight)between the

observerand the object. Althoughhuman perceptionof visibilityimpairmentis

largelya subjectiveresponse,all indicesof visual air qualityultimately

reduce to the light extinctioncoefficient,and its responseto varyingrelative

humidity,as the single,generallyaccepted,objectivemeasurablevariable.

What is the origin of atmosphericaerosolsand what is their chemical and

physicalnature? Aerosolsoriginateeither directlyby mechanicalinjection

processes (smokeand ash from fires,wind blown dust, ash from volcanic

eruptions)or indirectlyby gas-to-particleconversionprocesses(chemical

reactions,condensationfrom the vapor phase) in the atmosphere. Generally,

aerosolsproduced indirectly(or secondaryaerosols)have a dominanteffect on

radiativetransferin the atmospherebecauseof two key properties: I) Their

diametersare in the size range 0.1 - I _m, which means they will remain

suspendedfor severaldays to a week in the lower atmosphereuntil they are

washed out by rain and for months to year'sin the stratosphere. 2) This same

size range producesthe most efficientscatteringof visiblelight. In many

locations,sulfateaerosolis the dominantchemicalspecies, lt is formed from

the conversionof SO2, a byproductof fossil fuel combustion,to sulfuricacid.

lt is also formed from the oxidationof naturalsulfurcompoundsemitted from

the oceans. The most significantpoint about sulfuremissionsis that the
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" current anthropogenic sulfur flux is roughly three times the global natural

flux, which, as discussed above, contributes to the present estimates of aerosol

direct radiative climate forcing (Charlson et al. 1992). In some locations,

other aerosol chemical species, such as elemental carbon from combustion

processes or organic compounds, could have significant impacts on climate

forcing or visibility.

Trends and seasonal variability of atmospheric aerosol burdens and their effect

on climate forcing have been difficult to quantify because of a lack of reliable

observations over the earth and over time. Addressing the aforementioned large

uncertainties in the magnitude and geographical distribution of aerosol

radiative forcing requires greater global coverage and higher frequency of

sampling of key radiative forcing parameters from satellite observations.

Connecting the satellite-derived data set with the important radiative

characteristics of the atmosphere requires the development of a complementary

data set of the local and column-integrated aerosol optical, chemical, and

physical properties from ground-based observing stations. Aerosol optical depth

is one of the important column-integrated quantities needed for this purpose.

Solar radiometry has been the principal method for obtaining aerosol optical

depth data. lt should be noted that while the earlier data sets were limited to

only a few locations with limited coverage over time and were of uneven quality

as a result of instrumental drift and calibration uncertainties: they have

provided the impetus for the development of improved radiometers, such as the

new multi-spectral rotating shadowband radiometers (Harrison 1991; LeBaron et

al. 1989). These newer instruments should provide much-needed improvement in

the quality of the data and, because of the relatively low cost per unit and the

automation of the data reduction tasks, should allow for wide geographic

deployment. Someresults taken with this type of instrument will be presented

in this paper.

An often overlooked source of optical depth data is also available from

astronomical observations, particularly from stellar photoelectric photometry.

Two decades ago, a project was started at the University of Washington t

examine the utility of modern photoelectric photometry as a tool for monitoring
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atmospheric transparency and aerosol light extinction. This project,

Astronomical and Space Techniques for Research on the Atmosphere (ASTRA)

culminated in a series of three articles on the analyses of atmospheric

extinction data obtained by astronomers (Laulainen et al. 1977; Laulainen 1977;

Taylor et al. 1977). These articles focused on time trends, seasonal

variations, and vertical distribution of light extinction.

Because modern photoelectric photometry dates back to only 1960 (or somewhat

earlier), the ASTRAanalyses were limited to a data series of about one decade,

roughly 1960 to 1970. The trend analysis showed an increase in optical depth at

550 nm of -0.01 ± 0.01 per decade [combined data from Kitt Peak National

Observatory (KPNO) and Lick Observatory]. By making some reasonable assumptions

about the vertical distribution of aerosols and extinction efficiency

(extinction coefficient per unit mass concentration), this extinction trend

translated into a aerosol mass loading trend (to within a factor of 2) of -10 ±

I0 pg m-_. lt should be noted that the large uncertainty in this result

includes a no-change trend in mass loading over that decade. Seasonal variation

in optical depth (at 550 nm) were noticeable at many sites, with amplitudes of

-0.02 at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (CTIO), KPNO, Lick Observatory

and McDonald Observatory, but nearly absent at others. Site geography and

altitude also played a significant role in observed mean optical depths. Most

of the mean extinction data was bracketed by profiles derived from other

independent observations in remote maritime background air and derived from a

LOWTRAN-typemodel atmosphere with a surface (sea level) visual range of -20 km.

In the two decades since the publication of the ASTRApapers cited above,

numerous volcanic eruptions have perturbed thE' aerosol loading of the

stratosphere, and anthropogenic sulfur emissions have about doubled. One might

expect that the atmospheric extinction data base from various observatory sites

would have also grown during this period and would be rich in information on

aerosol trends and perturbations. Few of these data, with the exception of

those reported by Lockwood and Thompson (1986), for example, have appeared in

the published literature.



Analysis techniques have also improved since the ASTRAstudy, particularly those

applied to the analysis of noisy data. One example is a robust statistical

technique known as locally-weighted regression and smoothing scatterplots or

LOWESS(Cleveland 1979). This technique was used by Pearson et al. (1988) and

Michalsky et al. (1990) to extract the El Chichon stratospheric signal from

optical depths determined from solar radiometric observations at Rattlesnake

Mountain in Eastern Washington. Lockwood and Thompson (1986) likewise used an

exploratory data analysis software package to compare ordinary and volcanically

induced variations in atmospheric extinction over the period 1972-1985.

Although the available astronomical literature on atmospheric light extinction

is scanty, it does appear worthwhile to repeat an ASTRA-like investigation of

photoelectric stellar photometry data. A survey of this type would be of

immense value in aiding the research community in assessing trends and

variability in atmospheric transparency for the three-decade period, 1960-1990.

lt remains to be seen, however, how many data sets can be retrieved, since, as

Lockwood (private communication) cautions, the CCD(charged-coupled detector)

era in astronomical photometry seems to have put an end to long-term extinction

series in many places°_ .

With this rather long introduction, the remainder of this paper focuses on a

review of the current status of atmospheric light extinction observations, lt

will focus on summarizing and comparing the results of Michalsky et al. (1990)

using solar radiometry and of Lockwood and Thompson (1986) using stellar

photometry, as well as presenting salient results of the ASTRAwork in the

context of present understanding, lt will also present some tantalizing results

of J_ger (1991, 1992) of stratospheric aerosol observations and trends obtained

using a lidar. The paper will conclude with a request for assistance from the

astronomical community to identify available atmospheric extinction data and

with a few recommendations for how these data can be used to augment current

IGBP/Global Change research activities°

Measurement of Atmospheric Liqht Extinction



" All techniquesfor the measurementof light extinctionare based on the Bouguer-

Beer-Lambertlaw, which expressesthe loss of radiant intensityof a beam

traversinga scatteringand absorbingmedium,in this case the atmosphere,as an

exponentiallydecreasingfunctionof airmassm and opticaldepth 6. Astronomers

use the magnitudesystem (a logarithmicscale) for measuringintensitiesand

astronomicalatmosphericextinction_ and 6 differonly by about 8% (i.e.,6 =

0.921K). The differencesbetweenthese two measuresof light extinctionare

usually small in comparisonto magnitudeof their variabilityand uncertainty.

Becausegas moleculesand particlescan absorb and scatterlight, these light

extinctionquantitiesmay be furtherbrokendown into contributionsfrom molec-

ular (Rayleigh)scattering,molecularabsorption(e.g.,water vapor, ozone),

particle scatteringand particleabsorption. For much of the disc,-ssionin this

paper, either total opticaldepth be or aerosolopticaldepth 6epwill be used.

Deriving valuesof 6 (or K) requiresthe determinationof the instrumental

outside-the-atmosphereintensity(lo)for each wavelengthband. If the

atmosphericaerosolburden is invariantin time and uniformlydistributedover

the observingsite, multipleobservationsof intensityI over a range of airmass

valuesm can be used to determineIo and _ by means of the Langleymethod,which

is basicallya least squareslinearfit of the naturallogarithmof the

intensityversus airmass. If Io can be determinedby other means or if it

remains stablefrom day to day (or night to night),then _ can be computed

directly from the Bouguer-Beer-LambertLaw.

Informationabout the size distributionof atmosphericaerosolsis containedin

the wavelengthdependenceof extinction. Frequentlythe Angstrsm power law is

used as a means of expressingthis wavelengthdependence,with a wavelength

exponent of -_. For very small particlesor molecules,e approaches4 (Rayleigh

scattering). If the particlesare much largerthan the wavelength,_ is nearly

O. Typicalvalues of _ found in urban atmospheresrange from I to 2, depending

on the mix of new particleproductionand aerosolgrowth processesas they age

in the atmosphere. The most dramaticobservableeffect of aerosol light

scatteringis the shift in the color of the daytimesky from blue (predominantly

Rayleigh scattering)to whitishgray.
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- While the measurement of solar or stellar intensities is straightforward in

principle, actual instruments for doing so have become relatively complex, with

computers controlling the measurement process as well as processing and

recording the data. Solar radiometry and stellar photometry have been in use

since the early 1960s. There are two types of solar radiometers: one actively

tracks the sun and measures direct normal irradiance; another passively measures

direct solar and diffuse irradiance on a horizontal plane. For the latter type,

a shadowband is often used to separate the direct and diffuse components. Both

types have been designed, built, and used at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL):

the mobile automatic sp_ectral photometer (MASP) (Kleckner et al. 1981) and the

rotating shadowband radiometer (RSR) (LeBaron et al. 1989). The heart of most

solar radiometers is a silicon cell detector, often used in combination with

interference filters for wavelength selection. For the stellar photometer, the

silicon cell detector is replaced by a photomultiplier detector and the entrance

to the photometer is placed at the focal plane of a telescope.

Historically,the applicationof solar and stellarradiometryfor determining

atmosphericextinctionhave had ratherdivergentobjectives. Most solar

radiometricobservationsare intendedprimarilyfor determiningaerosoloptical
- .

depth. On the other hand, most astronomersare intenton doing astronomyand do

not have the time or interestto spend much time on extinctionmeasurementsand

evaluatingtheir uncertainties. Fortunately,there are some astronomerswho

have taken the time to make carefulextinctionmeasurementsas a necessarypart

of some long-termphotometricprogram. An example of such an effort is the

Lowell Observatoryprogramto measurecomparisonstars for the outer planetsand

some of their satellites(Lockwoodand Thompson 1986).

Survey of Extinction Measurements

In this section, the observations of atmospheric light extinction since about

1960 to the present will be summarized. For the present, this survey is

restricted to a rather limited set of articles that have reported on three

relatively long-term measurement programs--namely, the Lowell Observatory (LO)

outer planet photometry and solar variability program (Lockwood and Thompson

1986), the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) solar radiometry and atmospheric
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turbiditystudy (Pearsonet al. 1988; Michalskyet al. 1990), and the

stratosphericaerosolobservationwork at the FraunhoferInstitutein Garmisch-

Partenkirchen,Germany(J_ger1991; J_ger 1992). The survey will summarizethe

major findingsof the ASTRA work (Laulainenet al. 1977; Laulainen1977; Taylor

et al. 1977) as a way of introducingthe intercomparisonof the differentdata

sets. As mentionedearlier,resultsfrom the ASTRA study revealedseveralmajor

atmosphericlight extinctionfeatures: seasonalvariations,volcanic

perturbationsand time trends. Each of these featureswill be discussedin the

next sections. Unless otherwisenoted,the resultspertainto observationsmade

at a wavelengthof 550 nm.

The LO photometricprogramto measure comparisonstars for the outer planetsand

some of their satellitesbegan in late 1972. Light extinctionobservationswere

a necessaryand routinepart of this long-termprogram. Resultsof 485 nights

of photometricobservationsspanninga 13-yearperiodfrom 1972-1985were used

by Lockwoodand Thompson (1986)to examinethe ordinaryand volcanicallyinduced

variations in atmospheric.: _,ctinction. The observations are particularly

interesting and useful _.'i_ce the same photometer, interference filters, and list

of standard stars fainter than a visual magnitude of 5.2 were used throughout

the measurement program, which gives confidence in the intersomparability of the

data over such a long time series. Furthermore, as described by Lockwood and

Thompson (1986), "Flagstaff [in northern Arizona] is a good high altitude

(elevation 2.2' km) astronomical site, free from anthropogenic influences upon

the extinction." The results from this site should reflect the variations seen

at other continental locations in the southwestern United States, including

those from KPNOin southern Arizona.

The PNL solar radiometry program essentially began in 1974, when a series of

observations of atmospheric turbidity were begun using hand-held, multi-filter

sunradiometers. Observations were taken at the Hanford Meteorological Station

(HMS, elevation 0.1 km) and the Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory (RMO, elevation

1.1 km) near Richland in southeastern Washington State. Development of a

computer-controlled radiometer, the mobile automated spectral photometer (MASP)

mentioned earlier, was begun about the same time. The MASPwas put into service

in 1978 at RMOand in about 1985 at HMS. The MASPcan be programmed to measure

9



direct solar irradiance or to obtain a map of diffuse sky radiance in 12

spectral wavelengths (Kleckner et al. 1981), although only 5 wavelengths have

been used for investigating atmospheric light extinction. In 1980, once the

MASPwas fully operational, the hand-held sunradiometer observations were

discontinued.

Work also began in 1980 to automate a rotating shadowband radiometer (RSR),

which used a fast-response silicon cell pyranometer for obtaining direct,

diffuse and total solar irradiance on a horizontal surface (Michalsky et al.

1986). The RSRwas later modified with a broadband filter centered at 555-nm

wavelength for measuring illuminance (LeBaron et al. 1989). On clear days the

direct component can be used to extract optical depth. More recently the RSR

was redesigned for up to 7 independent spectral measurements using the same

diffuser assembly for the incident radiation (Harrison !991). The multi-

filter/detector RSR (MFRSR)can be operated in a mode to obtain optical depths

that are equivalent to the MASPunits. A comparison of aerosol optical depths

obtained with each instrument during 1991 is shown in Figure I. Although the

wavelength bands for the two instruments are not the same, the interpolated 6ep-
values agree to within 0.01.- .

A 14-year (since 1978) time series of aerosol optical depths using the MASPis

available at PNL. Results from this long-term observational period have

appeared on two occasions: one describing the 8-year period, 1978-1986 (Pearson

et al. 1988), and one describing the 10-year period, 1978-1988 (Michalsky et al.

1990). There is good overlap between the LO and PNL data sets and both include

the period of the El Chichon eruption.

At Garmisch-Partenkirchen (GP), the stratospheric aerosol layer has been studied

by backscatter lidar since 1976 (J_ger 1991). The lidar system consists of a

pulsed ruby laser emitting at 694.3 nm and a 52-cm-diameter Cassegrain telescope

as receiver. Height resolution of the system is about 600 m with a lower

altitude range of about 7 l:m. The average frequency of observation is once per

week. The GP lidar observation station and the PNL solar radiometric site are

at approximately the same latitude (47.5 deg N and 46.4 deg N, respectively).

The stratospheric backscatter profiles are important to the interpretation of
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• the solar and stellar extinction measures as a means for getting an independent

measure of stratospheric optical depth and mass loading, especially during the

volcanically perturbed periods. The lidar measures the integrated backscatter

ratio, which can be converted to optical depth using extinction to backscatter

ratios determined from a stratospheric aerosol model; a value of 50 is typical

for wavelengths near 694 nm. Michalsky et al. (1990) used both the GP lidar

results and those from the NASA-Langley lidar (McCormick et al. 1984) and the

NOAA-MaunaLoa lidar (DeLuisi et al. 1985) in the interpretation of their work,

while Lockwood and Thompson (1986) used the results of the NASA-Langley lidar
and the NOAA-MaunaLoa lidar.

SeasonalVariability

At most locations examined in the ASTRAstudy, there were definite seasonal

periodicities in the data, while at some _,cations there was either very little

variation about the yearly mean or there w_re large excursions from the yearly

mean for which no seasonal effect was apparent. For those locations with

definite seasonal variations, the amplitudes of the excursions were typically in

the range of 0.01-0.03 optical depth units with a mean around 0.02 and the phase
- .

of the maximumoccurring in the local spring and summermonths. Figure 2 shows

data from KPNO, McDonald Observatory, and Lick Observatory during the period

1959-1970. Daily fluctuations at many sites could show excursions of up to 0.I

to 0.2 optical depth units or even larger (Laulainen et al. 1977).

Most of this variabilitywas attributedto aerosolmass loadingchangesin the

lower troposphereas a resultof biogenicactivityand/or seasonalatmospheric

circulationpatternsbringingin airmassesthat were impactedby human activity,

wind-blowndust, or relativelyhighmoisture content. Generallythe seasonal

variationswere larger in the NorthernHemisphere(NH) than in the Southern

Hemisphere(SH), consistentwith the fact that anthropogenicemissionsare much

larger in the NH than in the SH (Charlsonet al. 1992). Recent evidence

suggeststhat the seasonalpatternsof aerosolloadingin the lower troposphere,

i.e., the spring-summermaximum,are driven by the photochemicalreactivityof

the atmosphereand distributionpatternsof key aerosolprecursorgas emissions

(Changet al. 1990).
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The LO extinctiontime-seriesspannedperiodsof _igniFicantvolcanicactivityw

and a relativelyquiescentperiod. The near absenteeof volcanicallyproduced

stratosphericaerosolduring the years 1976-1980allowedLockwoodand Thompson

(1986)to establisha seasonallyvariablebackgroundtroposphericaerosollight

extinctionpatternthat could then be used to comparewith the volcanically

active period after 1980. The spring-summermaximumfound in this pattern,

shown in Figure3, is consistentwith the seasonalpattern for KPNO during the

1960s (Laulainenet al. 1977). The aerosolextinctionduring the high

extinctionmonths (March-July)was about 0.05, while in the low months

(December-February)it was usually<0.02, implyingthat the amplitudeof the

seasonalvariationfrom the mean is about 0.015 or roughlyhalf of the amplitude

reported for KPNO. Substantialdispersionin the extinctioncoefficientsas a

result of variationsin troposphericconditionswere also observed,with the

greatest dispersion(±0.025)occurringin the high extinctionmonths.

The _ _tion for the RattlesnakeMountainObservatory(RMO)extinctiontime

series , very similar,in many respectsto the LO time series. Both span a

similarperiod and used a similartime periodfor establishinga seasonal

background(1978-1981at RMO, cf. Michalskyet al. 1990). Perhapsmore
- .

importantlyis that both show the same phase and a similarmagnitudeof the

spring-summerextinctionmaximum, even thoughthe two sites are widely separated

in latitude and there is a I km differencein site elevation. The seasonally

variable backgroundtroposphericaerosollight extinctionpattern at RMO is

shown in Figure 4. At 535 nm, the mean annual aerosolopticaldepth is 0.05 and

the magnitudeof the seasonalvariationfrom the mean is about 0.025. The

dispersion in the PNL data, however, is perhapstwice that observedat LO, with

the greatest dispersionoccurringin the high extinctionmonths.

No seasonalvariationsare apparent in the GP stratosphericdata.

Volcanic Perturbations

The ASTRA work did not explicitlylook at volcanicperturbationsto atmospheric

extinction,althoughits timeframeincludedthe Mt. Agung eruption in March

1963. In most cases, the seasonaland trend analysesexcludedthe time period

12
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• of maximumperturbation(1963-1964). Much of the Agung perturbationappearedto

be confinedto the SH. For example,at the one site in South Africa (Boyden

Station),where calculationswere done with and withoutthe Agung perturbation,

the effectwas to increasethe averageannual extinctionby about 0.04 over the

8-year observationperiod (1957-1965).

The perturbationsin the extinctiondata from LO and PNL resultingfrom volcanic

eruptions,especiallythe largerones such as El Chichon,are generally

recognizableeven in the raw data. However,with appropriatedata processing,

such as removingthe backgroundseasonaltroposphericaerosolcomponentand

applyingdata-smoothingand curve-fittingtechniques,the remainingtime-serie'

can clearlyshow even the smallerperturbations,as shown in Figure 5. The El

Chichonperturbationwas significant,as shown in Figures6 and 7, from the

standpointof durationof the stratospI.ericaerosolcloud (>2 years) and the

magnitudeof the opticaldepth change (0.10-0.12)(Lockwoodand Thompson1986;

Michalskyet al. 1990). Early indicationsare that the Pinatuboperturbation,

also shown in Figure 7, may producetwice the opticaldepth change (-0.2)as El

Chichon (Larsonet al. 1992).

The effectsof volcanicperturbationsto the stratosphereare easily discerned

in the lidar backscatterratios. Indeed,as mentionedearlier, lidar

backscatterdata are often used to interpretchanges in the total atmospheric

extinction. Again the interestingfeaturesof the El Chichonevent, as shown in

Figure 8, are its duration (>2 years) and the magnitudeof the change (-100-fold

increasein the backscatterratio) (J_ger1991). While it is too early to

estimatethe effectsof Mt. Pinatubo,the lidar observationsindicatesome

significantdifferencesbetvec'ait and El Chichon,as illustratedin Figure9.

These differencesmay be the resultof either a fasternorthwardtransport

and/or a greatermass of the Pinatuboaerosolcloud as it reachedthe GP site

(J_ger 1992). These differencesare also apparentin the RMO data shown in

Figure 7, when the rate of increasein aerosolopticaldepth between the two

events are compared.

Aerosol LoadingTrends
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• Careful trend analysis was performed over the period 1960-1972 for four

observatory sites in the ASTRAwork" CTIO, KPNO, Lick Observatory, and McDonald

Observatory. No conclusion was drawn for any trend at CTIO because of

insufficient data after the Agung years were excluded. Of the remaining three

observatories, when averaged together, a weak trend of 0.01 + 0.01 was found.

The large uncertainty in this result includes the possibility of no trend also.

No attempt has been made, as yet, to analyze either the LO or the PNL data for

trends. Part of the difficulty stems from the manner in which the data were

processed to extract the seasonal extinction variation. Since several years of

data were aggregated to develop the seasonal statistics and curve-fit, it is

somewhat dubious to return to that same time series to attempt to find a trend.

The other time periods of the data were essentially masked by the relatively

large volcanic perturbations.

The situation is somewhat different for the GP lidar data (see Figure 8), where

an increase in the stratospheric background particle backscatter of about 8% per

year since 1979 (constructed from data without volcanic perturbation) seems to

have occurred (J_ger 1991). J_ger (1991) suggests that this steady increase may

be the result of direct anthropogenic emissions into the stratosphere, such as

from aircraft. At the moment, such an effect would be difficult to detect, the

Pinatubo eruption notwithstanding, using the solar or stellar photometric

observations, since the change in stratospheric aerosol optical depth between

1979 and 1990 as a result of the inferred GP background aerosol optical depth

change would amount to only about 0.003, which is much smaller than the value of

0.01 considered to be detectable by the present PNL statistical analysis method.

WavelengthDependenceof Extinction

The earlierASTRA papers dealt mainlywith broadbandopticalextinctionat 550

nm. Photometricobservationswere availableat a few other wavelengths,

dependingon which photometricsystemwas used. In the paper by Taylor et al.

(1977),a great deal of effortwas spent derivingcorrectionfactorsto convert

the extinctioncoefficientsobtainedin the UBV broadbandsystemto mono-

chromaticvalues. For the broadbandV filter (nominallyat 550 nm) the
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correctionswere minor, but in the broadbandB filter (nominallyat 442 nm) the

correctionswere quite sensitiveto stellartype. Extinctionresults in the U

filter were not considered. In the analysis,trends in the B extinctionwere

found to be somewhatsmallerthan in the V extinction,but the large uncertain-

ties in both the B and V trendsprecludesany meaningfulconclusionsabout

trends in the wavelengthdependenceof extinctionand, therefore,particlesize.

Lockwoodand Thompson (1986)used a differentcolor system,the "ubvy"narrow-

band system,for their observations. They reportedresultsfor light extinction

in the b and v bands at 470 nm and 550 nm, respectively,with the extinction

color differencegiven as the differencebetweenb- and v-band extinctionKb_v.

Mean extinctioncolor differencesat LO for the seasonalbackgroundaerosol (see

Figure 3) were about 0.055,with the differencesincreasingby about 0.01 during

the spring-summerv-band extinctionmaximum (implyingfreshly producedsmaller

particles)and decreasingby about 0.01 during the winter months (implying

somewhat larger,well-agedparticles). For the volcanicevents observedat LO,

the extinctioncolor difference,as shown in Figure6, initiallyincreasedby as

much as 0.02 or more in the El Chichoncase and quicklydecreasedto values<0.

These changesagain reflectthe evolutionof the stratosphericaerosolcloud

from freshly-producedsmallerparticlesto larger,aged-aerosol. The El Chichon

event also showed interestingannual cyclingof the extinctioncolor difference,

with large positivevalues (0.02) in the fall and negativevalues (in the range

-0.01 to 0) in late winter.

Aerosol opticaldepths at RMO (Michalskyet al. 1990)were derived from obser-

vations at 5 wavelengths(namelyat 428, 486, 535, 785, and 1010 nm, respective-

ly). The wavelengthdependenceof extinctionof the seasonalbackgroundaerosol

and the volcanicperturbationswas determinedfrom the slope of a least squares

fit to the AngstrOmpower law relationshipusing these data. Qualitatively,the

wavelengthdependenceof the seasonalbackgroundtroposphericaerosolextinction

at RMO, as shown in Figure4, is consistentwith that observedat LO--namely,

smallervalues of _ in the winter months and largervalues in the springand

summer months,even thoughthe two sites are widely separatedgeographicallyand

are at differentelevations.
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- As seen in Figure7, the wavelengthexponent: was about 1.1 prior to the Mt.

St. Helens eruptionand decreasedto just under I beforethe Alaid eruption.

Thereafter,a generaltrend of increasingvalues of : (decreasingparticlesize)

until 1982 occurred,reachinga value of about 1.4. The El Chichoneruptionhad

a dramaticeffect on mean particlesize,with : droppingabruptlyto about 0.4

at peak loading, implyinga substantialincreasein particlesize. As the El

Chichon aerosolcloud decayed,: slowlyreturnedto its pre-eruptionvalue.

Superimposedon the slow increasewas an apparentshift to larger particles,

with : decreasingby about 0.1 each winter,beginningin 1985. Becausethe

calculationsof : were based on the total atmosphericcolumn,the explanationof

this effect is still uncertain,since the possibilityexists that these

variationsmay be the result of increasesin troposphericaerosolsize in the

winter months. In any case, the LO and PNL observationsof the wavelength

dependenceof extinctionfor the volcanicevents appearto be consistent.

The limiteddata, which are availableat the presenttime, show that the

Pinatuboeruption is producingqualitativelysimilarchanges in the wavelength

dependenceof extinction. For the 2-3 years prior to the Pinatuboeruptionin

mid-1991,the mean backgroundaerosolextinctionin January and Februaryhad :-

values around 0.7. In Januaryand February1992, the mean value of : was 0.4,

similarto the lowest:-values observedduringthe El Chichonevent.

Summary and Recommendations

Observationsof atmosphericextinctionprovidea valuablesourceof information

for evaluatingpotentialclimateforcingand visibilityimpairmentresulting

from atmosphericaerosols. Such observationsare generallycarriedout during

daylighthours using solar radiometryor by means of satelliteand ground-based

lidar remote-sensingtechniques. In principle,nighttimeextinctiondata are

also availablefrom variousastronomicalobservationsbut, with the exceptionof

a few individualefforts,few of them have found their way into more accessible

data bases.

A major purposeof this paper was to illustratethe utilityof astronomically-

derivedatmosphericlight extinctiondata by comparingthe resultsfrom two
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studiesof atmospherictransparencyusing stellarphotometrytechniques (the

ASTRA work publishedin the mid-1970sand the long-termLO observingprogram)

with a long-termstudy of multi-spectralsolar irradianceand aerosoloptical

depths at PNL using solar radiometricmethods. Severalaspectsof the time

seriesdata used in each of these studieswere considered,includingthe sea-

sonal dependenceof light extinctionand its wavelengthdependence,perturba-

tions to extinctionand its wavelengthdependencein the stratosphericaerosol

layer by volcaniceruptions,and potentialtime trends in aerosollight extinc-

tion. lt was shown that the data sets are quite compatiblefor examiningthese

differentfeatures.

Anotherpurposeof this paper was to describe,in a somewhatqualitativemanner,

how the opticaldepth and its wavelengthdependenceare relatedto parameters

needed for estimatingthe magnitudeof climateforcingdue to anthropogenic

aerosols,impactson visibility,and, for the astronomer,the impactof aerosols

on astronomicalobservingprograms. A major questionwith respectto the

climatechange issue is the magnitudeand distributionin time and space of

aerosolforcing. This questioncan only be resolvedrealisticallyby thorough

characterizationof the distributionof aerosolopticaldepth over the planetby

means of satelliteobservations. The satelliteobservations,however,need to

be tied to ground-truthmeasurements,such as can be providedby a combination

of solar and stellarphotometricdeterminationsof aerosollight extinction

distributedworldwideand at differentelevations(neededfor independently

assessingthe contributionsfrom the stratosphere).

Indeed,if the assertionsof Charlsonet al. (1992),with respectto the large

increasein sulfuremissionsthat have occurred in the NH during the past 30

years and the (presumed)resultingincreasein troposphericsulfateaerosol

burden,are correct,then a reexaminationof the varioustime seriesof light

extinctiondata is urgentlyneededto see if any trends in total atmospheric

column burdencan be detectedover the 30-yearperiod,1960-1990. The lidar

studiesat GP, for example,suggestthat the mean aerosolopticaldepth at 694

nm in the stratospheremay have increasedby about 0.003 over the past 15 years,

perhapsas a result of increasingair trafficover Europe. Trends of this

magnitudemay be difficultto detectwhen realizingthat the amplitudesof the
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seasonal variations lie in the range 0.02-0.04 with dispersions (day-to-day

variability) in the range 0.02-0.05, depending on geographic location and

altitude, or that volcanic perturbations may increase the optical depth by as

much as 0.2, depending on the magnitude of the eruption.

In conclusion, there is a clear need to analyze as many data sets of atmospheric

light extinction as possible to provide the IGBP/Global Change research

community with a clearer picture of aerosol loading and optical properties for

assessing potential climate change effects. Atmospheric extinction data

archived by the astronomical community can play a valuable role in this

activity, but more information is needed on what data are available and how

these data may be obtained, compiled and analyzed without major disruption of

the astronomer's own research programs. As suggested by Lockwood and Thompson

(1986), an added benefit to the astronomer of such a compilation and analysis

would be a means of deriving mean atmospheric extinctions coefficients that

could be used in his observing programs. For the astronomer, observing at a

good background site, it is interesting to note that light extinction excursions

are largely controlled by volcanic eruptions and that other changes, beyond the

seasonal variation, are not apparent above the noise resulting from day-to-day . .

variability in aerosol loading.
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Figure I. Comparison of aerosol optical depths obtained on clear days during

1991 at the Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory (RMO) for the MASPand

MFRSR.

Figure 2. Atmospheric light extinction variability during the 1960s at three

continental Northern Hemisphere observatory sites.

Figure 3. Seasonal light extinction pattern for Lowell Observatory (LO)

derived from observations taken during 1976-1980. The upper curve

is for y-band light extinction at 550 nm, while the lower curve is

the difference in extinction in the b- and v-bands at 470 and 550

nm, respectively.

Figure 4. Seasonal aerosol light extinction (optical depth) for RMOat various

wavelengths derived from observations taken between 1978-1981.

Figure 5. The effect of volcanic perturbations to the residual stratospheric
- .

aerosol optical depth (785 nm), after subtracting the seasonal

background aerosol optical depth) at RMO. Individual points give an

idea of the day-to-day variability of aerosol optical depth.

Figure 6. Residual aerosol light extinction at LO showing the effects of

volcanic perturbations between 1974-1985. The upper curve is the

residual y-band extinction (550 nm), while the lower curve is the

residual of the difference of the b- and y-band extinction at 470

and 550 nm, respectively.

Figure 7. Residual aerosol optical depth at RMOat various wavelengths showing

the effects of volcanic perturbations between 1980-1992.

Figure 8. Column aerosol backscatter at 694.3 nm, as derived from lidar

observations at Garmisch-Partenkirchen (GP), Germany, showing the

effects of volcanic perturbations to the stratosphere since 1976.
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. Figure 9. Comparisonof the lidar-derivedcolumn aerosolbackscattertime

series,in days after eruption_for the El Chichonand Pinatubo

events. The curves show pronounceddifferencesin the evolutionof

the aerosolcloud for the two events as observed at the GP site.
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